
The Mind of Christ or the Mind of Self 
 

 

Recently I had a ‘reader’ officially’ request to be taken off the update mail list.  

 

“Just a quick email requesting you remove my email addy from your mailing list as 

the Lord unveiled my eyes to His true gospel of Christ that Paul preaches.” 

 

First of all, let me say this:  I never intended for the website to ever become a 

‘church’ kingdom, etc.  So I am totally aware that some folks will visit and leave 

right away – visit and stick around for a little while until they find something of 

which they don’t agree -  will find something wrong somewhere thus giving them 

an excuse to leave – or just fade away because they have found peace and just want 

to ‘go back to church’ to try to help others (which seldom if ever works, by the way), 

or come and go – come back after they left for a while – or won’t even visit, etc. I 

am disappointed but disappointed for them, nothing else, when folks come and go!   

 

Nothing surprises me anymore with the devil working the mind of people through 

music, social media, the modern world of preachers and teachers that… are such 

serve not our Lord Jesus Christ, but their own belly; and by good words and fair 

speeches deceive the hearts of the simple from their pulpits and on YouTube, 

Facebook, etc.   Romans 16:18. (Apparently it just isn’t in folks to simply trust and read 

– read and trust – their King James 1611 Bible with nothing else at their side!  But if they 

do need something, especially in their early learning days as we all had to realize there is 

a need for unlearning in our learning process, then this is the purpose of my sermons and 

website – to help others see that they can know and live with the mind of Christ – from 

their KJB!) 
 

But in this case, I just wag my head as I see another one who think that they have 

the mind of Christ and truly have no need for any written scriptures.  I know this to 

be the case with this particular person who told me a while ago that she believed in 

the originals only. 

 

So, does that mean that she has no need to study anything?  She has nothing to read?  

She can just sit around and meditate on her own thoughts now?  Or she can read the 

1,000+ modern bibles that are available today? 

 

She has to be totally aware that the originals DO NOT exist because nobody has any 

original in their possession!’  If anyone makes that claim, I always ask them if I too 



could have a copy to read. (in fact, there never was ‘an’ original, anyway – except a 1611 

KJB! – but they still reject that!) 
 

And so, if they say they do ‘believe’ the originals then I figure that they must believe 

that God is a liar because in Psalm 12:6,7 - God promised to preserve His words … 

from this generation for ever. 

 

And in this case, the lady even said to me rightly dividing makes total sense to her.  

I have to ask, “Rightly dividing what?”  If the truth is in her own mind and heart, 

what is there to rightly divide? 

 

It is all is such baloney!  I see this ‘originals only’ teaching as just another ploy of 

the devil according to I Timothy 4:1 (in a KJB only!) it is nothing but giving heed 

to seducing spirit, and doctrines of devils. 

 

1) Seducing spirit because one’s thinking is either of having direct knowledge 

from God which makes you feel good (seducing yourself) which is given to 

you because you believe that you have not quenched or grieved the Spirit in 

your ‘wonderful’ Christian walk. 

2) You are seduced into thinking that YOU are your final authority and that 

nobody else, no book, no pastor or teacher, etc. can teach you anything.   

a. That thought, by the way, that ‘feeling’ that you are ‘anointed’ with this 

knowledge and ability will take place only during the Tribulation as 

taught in I John 2:27, but not in the dispensation of the grace of God! 

b. Ma-am, you are just ahead of yourself in dispensations – seems that you 

are NOT rightly dividing yet! (and yet this person who says she has that 

anointing doesn’t look to I John as to her today – confusion reigns in her 

brain, eh!) 
3) It is a doctrine of devils to teach that there is no single set of written Scriptures, 

inspired AND preserved, as God promised. 

4) It is a doctrine of devils to think that only YOU can have the truth in your 

heart – and that your feelings are your own final authority.   

a. By the way, notice that more and more people say “I feel that…” 

instead of “I believe…” or “I think”…  Do you see why they have 

changed from ‘think’ and ‘believe’ to ‘feel’.  Cuz it ‘feels’ good to them 

in what they think and believe what they want to think and believe. 

 

So I dug into the ‘archived sermons’ and found my Mind of Christ notes – and went 

through them today and ‘updated’ then with some grammar corrections, retyped 

some of it to help others – hopefully- see the fallacy in that ‘originals’ teaching as 



well as helping us be reminded what it truly means to have the mind of Christ, 

according to Paul. 

 

People are free to ‘think’ / ‘believe’ / ‘feel’ what they want… but allow me to also 

point out if what you ‘think’ / ‘believe’ / ‘feel’ is of God or of the devil. 

 

My real concern is simply if anyone else would fall to that ‘good feeling’ of self-

awareness of a so-called spiritual discerning spiritual person. 

 

Paul does say that if one wants to think they are spiritual, then they must look to I 

Corinthians 14:37 If any man think himself to be a prophet, or spiritual, let him 

acknowledge that the things that I write unto you are the commandments of the 

Lord.  However, if you notice what that email stated, “the Lord unveiled my eyes to 

His true gospel of Christ that Paul preaches.”  This lady thinks she was given 

something above and beyond the KJB when it comes to Paul…  This thinking is 

simply unbelievable, ya know what I mean! 

 

But honestly, I have come to the point where I really don’t care that much anymore, 

anyway. These specific verses (in a KJB ONLY) are growing closer and stronger by 

the day / the hour / the minute these days.  For the time will come when they will 

not endure sound doctrine; but after their own lusts shall they heap to themselves 

teachers, having itching ears; And they shall turn away their ears from the truth, 

and shall be turned unto fables.  II Timothy 4:4.  

 

And that is exactly what that lady – and those others who say they look to the 

originals are doing… they are turning unto fables! 
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